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WHY AMERICANS SHOULD SUPPORT ISRAEL

For as long as I can remember I have devoted a High Holy Day

sermon to Israel. This year was going to be different. After speaking about

Israel for so many years, what could I possibly say about Israel that I have

not said before?

However, over the last few months I grew increasingly concerned

about the number of Americans who are ambivalent or negative about

Israel. I am not just referring to the growing number of anti-Israel protests

on college campuses. I also perceive increasing negative feelings about

Israel in the United States’ overall population, as well. One example is the

recent call within the Presbyterian Church to divest from companies critics

believe support Israel’s policies in the West Bank. Thankfully, it was

defeated by a two-thirds vote. Another example is the debacle at the

Democratic convention, in which an attempt was made to prevent keeping

a demand for a united Jerusalem out of the party platform.

I find the continued and growing protests against Israel more than

troubling. Especially given the continuing protests and riots, and the
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murders of American diplomats and US Embassy workers in Muslim

countries over the last few weeks, I simply don’t understand how any

American cannot stand up for Israel.

I support Israel because I am a Jew. Israel is the country in which my

religious faith was born, flourished, and spread throughout the world. Israel

is my ancestral homeland. I trace my family’s roots to Abraham and Sarah,

Isaac and Rebecca, and Jacob and Rachel, who walked and settled the

land. I am a descendent of the Israelites who escaped Egyptian bondage

and fled to the land that God had promised them. Israel was the only

guaranteed refuge for those who survived the Shoah, and the only country

whose doors will remain eternally open to Jews in search of safe haven.

Jerusalem was, and forever shall be, my sacred city and the center of my

spiritual universe.

However, even if I wasn’t a Jew, I would still support Israel. I would

support Israel because I am an American. I am frankly puzzled by those

Americans who protest against her legitimacy and seek her destruction.

Israel is the only country in the Middle East whose friendship with the

United States is absolute and sacrosanct. Israel is the only country in the

Middle East whose citizens share America’s values. Please allow me to
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enumerate several of them.

Israel is, first of all, a democracy. Any citizen of Israel can vote and

any citizen of Israel can serve in Knesset. This includes not only Jews,

Druze, and Arabs, but even individuals who question the very existence of

the Jewish State.

In an April 5, 2012 article in Foreign Policy magazine, Israel

Ambassador to the United States Michael Oren wrote, “Israel has tolerated

acts that would be deemed treasonous in virtually any other democracy.

Ahmed Tibi, who once advised PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat and recently

praised Palestinian ‘martyrs’ – a well-known euphemism for suicide

bombers – serves as a member and deputy speaker of the Knesset.

Another Arab Knesset member, Hanin Zoabi, was censured for her

participation in the 2010 flotilla in support of the terrorist organization

Hamas, but retained her seat and parliamentary immunity. Israeli Arab

parties routinely call for dismantling the Jewish state, yet only one party

was ever barred from Israeli elections: Kach, a Jewish party that preached

hatred of Arabs.”

One cannot claim that other Middle Eastern countries have the same
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commitment to democracy. Saudi Arabia is ruled by a dictatorial

shiekhdom. Jordan has a King. Iraq and Libia have fragile democracies

that continue to be challenged by violent opposition factions. Lebanon has

an elected government and a non-elected government, Hezbollah, that

runs its own army and amasses its own weapons. Syria has a dictator who

has murdered over 20,000 of his own citizens. Egypt, after the revolution,

seems to have managed to run democratic elections, but is being pulled

and pushed by the military and factions within its population. Last week, in

front of the American Embassy and in Tahrir Square, we witnessed the

ongoing violent pressure on the more “moderate” Muslim Brotherhood from

the more radical Salafist elements on the right. At first, Egyptian President

Mohamed Morsi supported the rioters, only to back down after pressure

from the United States and threats of a cut to Egypt’s foreign aid.

The only Middle Eastern entity which currently comes close to an

American style democracy is the Palestinian Authority. No doubt this is

because of the Palestinians’ proximity and interaction with Israeli

democracy. But even among Palestinians there is a split and continued

strife between the Palestinian Authority in the West Bank and Hamas, who

claims governmental authority in Gaza.
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Whether you love or hate Israel’s current government, the members

of Knesset and the Prime Minister attained power via the popular will of the

people, in free and open elections. They serve at the will of the electorate

and are bound by the same laws. And as factious and outspoken as Jews

can be, one cannot even begin to imagine Israelis turning violent against

one another, or the army turning against the people, as we witness so

often among her neighbors.

Second, as an American I support Israel because Israel is ruled by

law and has an independent judicial system.

About a month ago, after years of contention, Israel’s High Court

ordered an illegal settlement, Migron, to be evacuated. Prime Minister

Bejamin Netanyahu said, “We have an obligation to respect the rule of law

and an obligation to strengthen settlements. There is no contradiction

between these two things.” His statement leaves no question about his

thoughts on the settlements, but at the same time he acknowledges that no

Israeli is above the law.

The fifty families in Migron left in protest, but without violence, much

as did the residents of Gaza several years ago. They disagreed with the
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government’s evacuation order, but ultimately respected it.

In comparison, consider the June Gaza Strip execution of a

Palestinian convicted of collaboration with Israel. Under Palestinian Law,

collaborators with Israel can be sentenced to death but only with the

approval of the Palestinian Authority President. Since Hamas does not

recognize President Abbas, it makes its own law and executed him

anyway. I won’t even begin to comment on the fairness and transparency

of the alleged collaborator’s trial. (NY Times, April 7)

As for the fairness and neutrality of Israeli courts, one needs no

greater proof than the number of Palestinians who bring suit in Israeli

courts against the settlers and the Israeli government.

According to, not the Israeli newspaper Ma’ariv, but the Palestinian

News and Information Agency, in June 2012 Khalid Yasin won his battle

against settlers who established an outpost called Ulpana on his private

land. He brought suit and the trial was held in an Israeli court. Later that

month, Ulpana was evacuated by the government, as the court demanded.

I won’t pretend that the evacuation was carried out without controversy and

repercussions, but the point is that a West Bank Palestinian sued Israelis

in an Israeli court and won. The government respected and carried out its
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verdict.

Although Palestinians claim a non-existent “right of return” to land

they say was confiscated from them during the 1948 War of Independence,

the truth is that thousands of Jews were expelled from Arab countries, their

land confiscated, and property stolen in subsequent years. Can you even

begin to imagine an Israeli suing the government of Iraq or Egypt for land

or property that was confiscated when their parents were expelled because

they were Jews? Can you imagine an Israeli bringing suit in a Palestinian

court in the West Bank? Would any Jew take his or her chance in a court

in Saudi Arabia, in which Sharia law holds sway? For that matter, would

any American?

Israel’s judicial system is not perfect, nor do Israelis or the

government always quickly bow to its rulings. But there can be no question

that the Israeli judicial system is better and fairer than those found in

countless other countries.

Three, although Israel is the Jewish state with a clear Jewish

majority, it has deep respect and civil protections for its minorities. I have

already mentioned that Israeli Palestinians and Druze are full citizens of
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the State of Israel with equal rights. Israel protects the holy sights of

Christians, Muslims, Druze, and Bahai as fiercely as she protects Jewish

holy sites. Freedom of worship is guaranteed, notwithstanding the

problems faced by the Conservative and Reform movements in Israel.

Several cities in Israel host Gay Pride Parades, and Israel protects

the rights of the gay, lesbians, bisexual, and transgender community. Gays

and lesbians serve openly in Israel’s army, and although Israeli law does

not permit gay marriage, Israeli law recognizes those marriages when they

take place in other countries in which they are legal.

You cannot say the same about homosexual rights or protections in

Saudi Arabia or Iran. Hundreds of gay men have fled from the more

“moderate” Palestinian West Bank and are living illegally in Israel rather

than face persecution at home.

One Palestinian who had fled told the Israeli newspaper Haaretz, “at

other times, when they brought me to the roadblock, the entire village

chased me and beat me, and nearly killed me. I prefer to sit in prison than

to go back.” 

What do Israel’s critics have to say about Israel’s open attitudes

toward gays and lesbians? They, of course, refuse to give her credit,
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instead accusing her of “pinkwashing,” using Israel’s record on gay rights

to cover her alleged violations of the civil rights of Palestinians. Critics

always manage to turn something good into something bad when it comes

to Israel. 

Women have equal rights in Israel. Israeli women serve in the armed

forces, study at colleges and universities, serve in the Knesset, and are

active in every occupation and in every corner of Israeli life. Recently,

when Israel’s reactionary ultra-Orthodox community tried to limit which side

of the street women could walk on or dictate where they could sit on a bus,

the rest of the country rose up in furious protest. (Ha’aretz, Jan 10, 2010)

Shimon Peres, the distinguished president of Israel said, “If a man

does not want to board a bus, he does not have to. No one will force him.

But no man gets to decide where a woman may sit. The public sphere

must be free of discrimination. As a Jew and as the president of the state

of Israel I cannot just sit idly by in the face of such phenomena.”

In other Arab Middle Eastern countries, women, by law, must fully

hide their bodies and are forbidden to drive a car or vote.

Four, Israel not only allows, but thrives on freedom of speech.
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Freedom of speech is a cardinal constitutional right in the United States.

With some limitations, anyone can express any opinion they want no

matter how stupid, ignorant, painful, or bigoted it is.

In the United States we are still suffering from the repercussions of

such freedom. A few weeks ago the hate-promoting video, “The Innocence

of Muslims” created a furor in the Islamic world for “insulting” the prophet

Muhammad and criticizing Islam. This film was and is a provocation, and it

was created through deception and stealth. Government officials ad

nauseam have condemned “The Innocence of Muslims” and its creator, but

few have suggested that he did not have the right to speak his mind...

regardless of how hate filled is.

Five, Israel has an open and free press. It is not only American Jews

who have very strong feelings about Israeli policies. Israelis do, too, only

even more so. On any given day you can pick up an Israeli newspaper in

which columnists and letter writers have fierce disagreements on just about

everything.

Israel’s press does not hold back criticism of local and national

government, schools, businesses, religious leaders, and even her beloved
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military. Nor is the foreign press barred from covering the Israeli scene,

even when it publishes stories highly critical of, and less than objective,

about Israel.

Israel’s free press often adds to the negative perceptions people

have of her. In Israel, every mistake and wart is put out for public

consumption. In other countries the public hears only what their

governments wants them to hear.

Six, Israel encourages and rewards creativity and innovation. 

A few years ago a group by the name of “Don’t Buy into Apartheid”

called for a national boycott of Israeli products at Trader Joe’s stores on

June 20, 2009. You can still find video on YouTube showing protestors in a

Trader Joe’s in San Francisco dumping Israeli products off the store

shelves. 

The national boycott was pretty much a bust. Trader Joe’s refused to

comply with the group’s demands to remove Israeli products from their

stores, very few protestors showed up at any Trader Joe’s–none to my

knowledge in San Diego– and the boycott actually had the opposite effect.

Lots of people went to Trader Joe’s to buy Israeli products on that day.
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As the call to boycott Israeli goods went out, I had to laugh. If the

protestors were serious about boycotting Israeli products, they should not

have been using their computers to do so. Because, at least if they were

using a Windows computer, the Pentinum 4 microprocessor it contained

was not only developed in Israel, but most likely manufactured in Israel. In

addition, much of the Windows NT and XP operating systems were

developed in Israel. 

Instant Messaging was invented in Israel, as was voicemail

technology. An Israel biotech firm developed a pill camera that patients

swallow in order to allow doctors to monitor their digestive track. Another

company invented and manufactures an emergency bandage for stopping

bleeding from traumatic wounds. One of these bandages may have helped

save the life of congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords when she was shot near

Tucson. Do you have drip irrigation at home? This, too, was developed in

Israel.

I have distinct childhood memories of my grandparents lugging heavy

bottles of seltzer around their homes. Now you can make your own

carbonated water or beverage with a device called “Soda Stream” which

you can buy at Costco or Bed, Bath, and Beyond. Soda Stream, of course,
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was developed and is manufactured in Israel.

When members of Tifereth Israel tour Israel next June with Judy and

me, we will be stopping at the visitors center for Better Place, an Israeli

startup that has developed not only an electric car, but the infrastructure to

support it. We have electric vehicles in the United States. One of their

severe limitations is that they can only drive so far without stopping for a

time consuming battery recharge. 

Better Place founder, Shai Agassi, solved this problem in two ways.

First, he installed fast charge stations at strategic locations throughout

Israel. Second, he developed vehicles with swappable batteries. When

your car’s battery runs low, you pull into a facility in which your battery is

swapped out in a completely automated process which takes no more time

than filling your tank. Additionally, each vehicle contains a computer that

tracks your battery power, uses GPS technology to route you to a

swapping station as needed, and even sends information to the station so

that the battery you need is ready when you pull in. 

In addition to Israel, Better Place has already begun developing

electric vehicle infrastructure in global locations as diverse as Denmark,

the Netherlands, China, Japan, and San Francisco and Hawaii, USA.
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The BDS, boycott, divest, and sanctions, movement against Israel

drives me crazy. Israel has produced innumerable inventions and products

that have made the world a better and healthier place to live. Those who

wish to cause her diplomatic and economic harm might first consider the

effect that their actions will have on their on well-being and comfort.

Besides being one-sided, biased, and unfair, the BDS movement, if

successful, would prevent the type of innovation and creativity that Israel,

and the United States value.

I have been accused of being a fully feathered right wing

conservative hawk when it comes to Israel, and that I fail to see or

acknowledge the suffering of the Palestinians. Nothing could be further

from the truth. I recognize the long term effects of Israel’s occupation on

the Palestinians. I have always questioned the wisdom of the long term

occupation of the West Bank. I am anti, and not pro, settlements. I am not

one of Benjamin Netanyahu’s adoring fans. 

But all of the above does not change my commitment and love for

Israel, just as the imperfections of American society and government do

not lessen my love for the United States. You stand by those you love in
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challenging, as well as heady times. 

Above all, I believe Israel needs to receive a fair shake. Her story

needs to be told by those who love her as well as those who hate her. Her

story needs to be shared with our fellow Americans, so that they can see

why the United States has long been Israel’s steadfast friend. It’s not

because of the “Jewish vote.” It is because Israel and the United States

share the same values and the same sensitivity to extinguish want and

need, and celebrate freedom and human life.

Support of Israel should not be the province of one stripe of religious

belief or political party. Israel should be an issue that unites and does not

divide America. 

A few years ago, before the 1999 presidential elections, I attended

the AIPAC policy conference in Washington, D.C. A member of the

audience asked a high-ranking AIPAC official: which candidate would be a

better friend of Israel?

His answer was: “Both. Support of Israel must be an issue that is of

great concern to both parties.” I might add, woe be to us and to Israel the

day that it is not.

Tonight on Yom Kippur we confess our sins. There is a long list in the
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machzor, but I suggest that we need to add yet one more: For the sin we

have committed before you by not sharing the story of Israel’s successes,

freedoms, and contributions to humankind with our neighbors.

This a is a sin we can atone for by keeping our knowledge about

Israel fresh, and sharing it with all who wish to see the freedoms and rights

we treasure spread throughout the world.

Israel and the United States are beacons of hope for all who dream

of a better tomorrow, a tomorrow filled with not only prosperity, but

generosity, respect for human rights, and peace.

May we all do our part to bring about that day.


